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Thank you for downloading our Business FAQ ebook!  

In this ebook you will find answers to some of the questions you may 
have as a business owner.  From launching to incorporating to HST, 
we’ve tried to include the most popular topics.

This ebook is meant to be a tool to help you understand the basics of 
a specific topic.  Please reach out to us at anytime if you need further 
assistance or would like to book an appointment for our services 
and/or advice.

Thank you and happy reading!

Allison and Jules
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So, you’ve decided to be your own boss. Congratula�ons – seriously.

People become self-employed at different stages in life, for different 
reasons. Some people are born entrepreneurs, who can’t imagine how 
terrible it would be to have a boss. For them, it’s all about the hustle, the 
deal and the excitement.

Others are approaching their mature years and are looking for a change. If 
they’re re�red or re�ring from their former career, they’re really looking 
for something to keep them on their toes, out of the house, and to bring in 
some money. In these cases, it’s “business as a paying hobby”.

The busy majority

The majority are people who have served their �me in the trenches of their 
chosen field, gained experience and credibility, and decided it’s �me to do 
this for themselves, rather than somebody else.

There are many reasons to make this switch. On the up side, there’s the 
opportunity to pursue your dreams, to make more money, and have 
greater flexibility. But you may quit your day-job because you can see no progression, you’re fed up with office 
poli�cs, your boss is a jerk….

This has to be a careful decision because you s�ll have to feed your family. So here are some thoughts we’ve 
gathered over years of working with entrepreneurs and self-employed people. We hope they’re helpful. 
Enjoy!

Making more money

Let’s be clear: You may make oodles of money. Or you may make none at all – or even lose money. There is no 
guarantee. I know self-employed mul�-millionaires, self-employed bankrupts, and lots of people in between. 
Some people are wonderful at what they do – and disastrous at making a living out it. The most financially 
successful aren’t necessarily the best at their actual “skill”.

A rough rule of thumb:
Ÿ If you’re good at what you do, and avoid silly mistakes, you should be able to make at least a respectable 

living.
Ÿ But if you le� a regular paycheque to start something from scratch, expect a few years of lower income 

than what you’re used to, as you build your business. 
Ÿ Once your income has caught up, you have to catch up to where your savings would have been. It might 

take some years. A�er that, it’s all extra.

The flexible lifestyle

On the one hand… 
Ÿ I love not answering to anybody (well, except to Allison and to my clients). I come and go 

as I please. I can take �me out in the middle of the day to work out, or go pick up the kids 
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from school.
Ÿ If we decide we want to pursue a new project, we do it. It’s not going to make us money and no employer 

would sanc�on it. But it’s something we believe in – and we’re having a lot of fun with it.
Ÿ We can also choose our clients. If we decide we don’t want to work with somebody, we can choose not to. 

Or double the price, so at least it’s worth our while.

On the other hand….
Ÿ Flexibility also means the freedom to work long and unpredictable hours. For example, it’s currently 

11.30pm on Thursday evening. Friends who are further down this road have told me to expect 5 years of 
stupid-crazy-busy, 5 more years of too-much-going-on, and then things se�le down into some sort of 
pa�ern.

Ÿ Also…. you wear your choices. If you choose not to work the hours needed to meet your commi�ed 
deadlines, then you have to explain it to your client. Who may not pay you.

Ÿ The unpredictability also extends to your finances. I don’t know many businesses which generate a cash 
stream as smooth as a regular pay cheque. Some people find this easier to live with than others. And be 
aware it may make it difficult to get credit. You might not want to jump ship the year before you buy a new 
house.

Ÿ It really helps to have a suppor�ve partner or spouse – and one who understands this, not just 
sympathises. Preferably, that partner also has a reliable income. 

Things you never realized your boss did for you

You may be doing exactly the same sort of work before and a�er you take the plunge. But be aware you might 
get sidetracked from actually trying to make money.. A�er all, now you are responsible for:

Ÿ Keeping on top of everything. As the business owner, you have to make sure the payments go out, the 
office is cleaned, the insurance is renewed, the marke�ng materials are printed the right colour. If you 
don’t want to do it yourself, you either have to do without, or pay somebody to do it for you. And then 
you’ve got to keep on top of somebody else.

Ÿ Paying for things you never really thought about before. For example, paid �me off for vaca�ons; CPP 
contribu�ons; health or dental benefits. Again, you either have to fund these things yourself, or do 
without.

Ÿ Takes care of (most of) your taxes for you. OK, I assume you’ve always filed a tax return. But as an 
employee, you likely didn’t owe much – or had a refund – because your employer had sent money to the 
government for you each month. Guess who has to do that now? And – because of the vola�lity in your 
business income – you probably have no idea how much your taxes will be, un�l you have to file. On the 
plus side, you get to write off more stuff. 

Ÿ Takes care of the books. Yawn, boring. But… before, you never had to worry about how whether or not the 
business was making money, because you were paid either way. Or things like filing HST returns. Trust me, 
this will change. And…. how you handle this can make a huge difference to your stress level and the quality 
of your business decisions. 

Given all that, don’t assume your working day now will look like it did when you worked for somebody else. 
You could be pulled in any of a million direc�ons. Some people find that easier to deal with than others.

A few other thoughts:

Some people are “self-employed” because their employer has basically told them they have to 
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be. They’re si�ng in the same chair and doing the same thing, just now as a contractor. Some things to 
beware of in this situa�on. Call to discuss.

Ÿ Many people start as a proprietorship. Others incorporate straight away. Many incorporate a�er a couple 
of years.

Ÿ There’s a big difference between being self-employed and owning a business. For the most part, being self-
employed means making a living by selling your �me, and you have rela�vely few costs. Owning a business 
typically means you are selling stuff or other people’s �me. The financials can be much more complicated 
to track and manage, and you’re also now responsible for keeping your staff happy, busy and paid. On the 
other hand, you may well make more money, and have something to sell at the end of it all.

Finally….
Ul�mately, I don’t know many people who become self-employed and regret it later. But it helps to know 
what you’re ge�ng into. Hope this hasn’t put you off!

2. W’  
As you know, we work with many business owners who are in the early years of their businesses. Quite o�en, 
their growth involves buying a business – or at least some equipment and maybe a book of clients – from a 
re�ring business owner. We’re o�en asked “How much should I pay for this?”

This is a completely superficial overview of what can be a very technical and detailed topic. There are experts 
(CBVs, or Chartered Business Valuators), who felt they hadn’t wri�en enough exams once they finished their 
CPA, so went on to do more. They can tell you much more than me.

But…. here’s a 30,000� overview. I hope it’s useful. 

Let’s start with a bad comparison:

Pricing a business is a bit like buying a house. The price ul�mately depends on what two 
consen�ng adults can agree on. There’s typically nego�a�on involved. And the price will no 
doubt be influenced by what similar proper�es have sold for in the recent past.

Same when you’re buying a business. But businesses are o�en more unique than houses. 
There may not be a valid comparison on hand.
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So… the experts have developed some frameworks for how to come up with a price for a business. Which you 
then use as a star�ng point. 

What do you actually want to buy?

There are two different ways of looking at it. The offer you put on the table will depend on where you’re 
coming from:

Ÿ You’re buying the business because – frankly – you just want the stuff. For example, a contractor is re�ring, 
and happy to sell his equipment. You have no interest on taking on his book of clients or any staff he might 
have.

 
Ÿ You’re buying the business because you actually want to take over the business. Not just get your hands on 

the stuff. You want to run a similar business, o�en with the same clients, with the same staff, from the 
same loca�on. In fact, you’re going to keep things so much the 
same that you’re going to put up that sign saying “Under New 
Management” over the cash desk.

If you’re just buying stuff, agreeing a value is pre�y 
straigh�orward. It’s the resale value of the stuff you’re buying. You 
also need to factor in whether or not it comes with any strings 
a�ached – for example, if you’re taking over the remaining 
payments to the finance company. Nothing too tricky.

It’s more complex if you’re buying an ongoing business. If you’re 
taking it over without interrup�ng opera�ons, you’re not just 
buying the equipment. Rather than the seller collec�ng all the 
receivables, selling all the inventory and paying outstanding 
suppliers, you’ll probably agree you’ll collect the receivables, take 
the cash from selling inventory, and pay the suppliers yourself – and will agree the net cash that you’ll pay the 
seller for that (or vice versa). You just need to agree what receivables you’ll collect and what will never be 
collected, and what the inventory’s worth. Again, some math involved, but not inherently difficult. With me so 
far?

It’s yet more complex if you consider what the jargon calls “intangible assets”. For example, a business may 
have a book of repea�ng customer business, know-how, processes that have been worked out and tested, etc. 
– all things that have been built up and proved over �me – but which you can’t go and kick or easily measure. 
Some of these things (eg. patents) can have a value put on them, and in theory you could also carve them out 
and buy or sell them separately.

Goodwill hun�ng

But even once you’ve taken all these things out, the business has value beyond the sum of its 
parts. This is known as “goodwill”. In simplest terms, it’s exactly what the name says – the 
good will that employers, customers and suppliers have towards an en�ty, that give it more 
value than a brand-new collec�on of all the same people and stuff, who are coming together 
for the first �me.
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So…. how do you measure that?

This is where valua�on becomes as much of an art as a science. As many companies have found to their cost 
(think VW with emissions tes�ng, United Airlines with passenger care), goodwill’s very fragile and easily 
dented – and takes a long �me to restore. Witness the drop in those companies’ share prices a�er those 
blunders. Clearly, people thought a lot less of those companies (and their wallets agreed) than they did 
before. Nothing physical had changed, just people’s view of those companies.

But even without any nasty accidents, how do you measure it? This is where the beancounters come in. 

What’s it worth?

Basically, you’re buying a business because you think it’s going to make you money. In other words, you hope 
that the business will generate cash each year, making it a good investment for you. Without going into all the 
details, a CBV will look at the expected future cash flows of the business, and dis�ll those down into one 
number: what those cash flows would be worth if you were to receive them in one lump sum, today. Goodwill 
represents the difference between this price, and the value of the sum of all of those parts. Damaged goodwill 
means that people think the business will generate less cash in the future than they thought last week.

In prac�cal terms, you come up with this by coming up with a number for the profit the business will generate 
in a “normal” year. You normally take the last few years of opera�on as your baseline, but strip out oddball 
stuff (eg. insurance claims, lawsuits, one-off client wins). Then, you mul�ply this by a number, conveniently 
called “the mul�plier”, to come up with a value.

If this sounds very subjec�ve and judgmental, you’re right. So a good CBV will normally give you a range of 
reasonable value, with a midpoint. That’s where you start haggling.

Oh, and to complicate it further, how you structure the deal (eg. do you buy the shares from the seller, or do 
you buy the business from the seller’s company) also has a huge impact on the taxes. Which affects your 
ending money-in-pocket. Throw that into the mix as well. This is why people – hopefully – get help. 

Yes, yes, yes. Interes�ng. I asked for help.

OK, let’s cut to the chase. The above will get you started. But let me offer some prac�cal thoughts. Trust me, 
I’ve learned these the hard way.

Make it a quick cutover. O�en, much of the “goodwill” is �ed up in the seller’s rela�onship with his/her 
former customers. So buyers o�en arrange for the seller to hang around, to make sure the rela�onship can be 
smoothly handed on. But (a) once it’s no longer his/her baby, the seller may disengage, or (b) it’s o�en 
difficult for the seller to let go of what they once controlled. Keep the handover as short as possible. It’s 
helpful if the seller’s ac�vely prepared the business (and customers) for sale before you buy it. If not, you can 
use that when nego�a�ng the price.

Don’t overpay. Too o�en, people pay more than they should. For example, take a business 
that has “stuff” worth $20,000, and generates cash of $30,000 a year, to the owner who 
works full-�me. You agree to pay $50,000 for this business. But you could just as easily have 
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go�en a job that paid you the same. In other words, you’ve bought yourself a job for $50,000.

To be brutally honest, many owner-manager businesses generate no more cash than a living wage for the 
owner. In these cases, you shouldn’t pay more for goodwill. The business is worth the value of the physical 
assets you’re buying, plus maybe a no�onal amount because you don’t have to go to the trouble of se�ng it 
all up yourself. [Footnote: A seller – or business broker, paid on commission, is not likely to point this out to 
you.]

Don’t pay up front. Sadly, some�mes you’ve been sold a bill-of-goods – for example, the numbers were 
inaccurate, the assets are in worse condi�on than you thought, the seller’s ac�vely poisoning your new 
customers against you, you’re stuck with unexpected tax bills from the old days. It’s a lot harder to renego�ate 
if you have already handed over the money. Put down a real good-faith deposit – but don’t pay out the full 
price any quicker than three years. Make sure your lawyer puts what’s called a “price adjustment clause” in 
the contract.

Pay for advice. Please don’t be foolish on this one. You are the decision-maker. But be prepared to pay for 
advice from an accountant and a lawyer. The accountant should help you work out how much to pay. The 
lawyer should help you handle everything else with the deal. 

Good luck!

. I G C
As you know, we work with a lot of start-ups and new businesses. This is a topic which causes some confusion. 
So �me for another public-service blog to clear it up… There’s a lot more to this, but here are the highlights.

A lot of people use the term “business” and “company” interchangeably. This is a mistake. The two are very 
dis�nct. Here’s the condensed explana�on:

Ÿ A business is a set of ac�vi�es you carry out (eg. make and sell widgets), with a view to making profit.

Ÿ A company is a legal en�ty that has been created (“incorporated”) for a specific purpose. It has the legal 
right to enter into transac�ons, to buy and sell assets – and also to take on debts and be responsible for 
paying taxes on any profits it makes. A company is typically set up to house a business. Hence the 
confusion.

So… You’re a business owner. You basically have 3 choices of how you structure your business. This is how it is 
in Canada – US concepts such as LLCs or C-corps don’t apply here.

At its simplest, you can run your business as a proprietorship. This basically means that – in 
both law and tax – the business is indis�nguishable from you. This means that:

Ÿ You own the assets. If you have bought equipment or supplies for the business, they 
belong to you, personally. If the business has money in its bank account, that’s yours too.
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Ÿ You’re on the hook for the liabili�es. If you buy stuff on credit for the business, 
take out a loan, or somebody sues the business, that’s your liability. There’s no 
limit on this – right up to personal bankruptcy.

Ÿ The revenues and expenses of the business are yours. If there are profits, then 
you declare them on your tax return – and have to pay taxes on them.

You could also structure your business as a partnership. This is basically much the 
same as a proprietorship, but with more people, who are sharing the profit. The 
biggest differences:

Ÿ You need to have an arrangement on how the partners will run the business. 
Who does what, puts money in, how you split the profit, what happens if one of 
you wants out, etc.

Ÿ Everybody is poten�ally on the hook for all the liabili�es. It’s not 50/50. If the 
business goes bust owing $1m and Partner A’s has no assets, then creditors can 
come a�er Partner B for the full amount. Choose your partners wisely!

BUT...

As enterprise started to grow, this became a constraint. Successful entrepreneurs – 
who had accumulated significant personal wealth – wanted to band together to 
create infrastructure like roads, canals and railways that would support them. 
[Context: this is 18th century UK] But… the risk and amounts involved were such 
that they didn’t want to put all their assets at risk for it.

So this lead to the crea�on of the joint-stock corpora�on (or “company”, because it was a company of 
entrepreneurs working together). This was a revolu�onary idea, and at first each new company needed a 
specific Act of Parliament, un�l eventually the lawmakers passed a law laying out how you would create a 
company in future. Here’s how it works:

Ÿ An entrepreneur puts money into the corpora�on in exchange for the rights to a share of the profits 
created by the business carried out by the corpora�on. The right to that share can be purchased or sold by 
the shareholder, either by private agreement or on a stock exchange.

Ÿ The corpora�on uses that money to set up and then run the business. So the assets, liabili�es, revenues 
and expenses of the business reside in the corpora�on. The corpora�on pays tax on any profits. Any 
remaining profits can be distributed to the shareholders as a dividend.

Ÿ The shareholder’s liability was limited to what he put in (yes, it was all men back then). No risk to personal 
assets other than what he’d put in.

Ÿ The shareholders couldn’t all be involved in running the business, so they would elect 
directors who would oversee the ac�vi�es of the company on behalf of the shareholders.
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Ÿ The directors may not actually run the business, but would hire management and employees who would.

This was so successful that pre�y well every big business today is structured this way. If you have any mutual 
funds or other equity funds in your RRSP, you’re (indirectly) a shareholder. Congratula�ons.

Fascina�ng. So what?

Well, if you’re star�ng out, you s�ll have this choice of how to structure your business. The facts described 
above haven’t changed much in the last 200 years.

People o�en start as proprietors or partners, and then at some stage move their business into a corpora�on 
which they own. But for some people, the benefits of doing this will never outweigh the costs – and a 
proprietorship remains just fine for them. I o�en see people who’ve been urged to incorporate, which really 
wasn’t the right set-up.

Bear in mind that your business structure won’t make any difference to how you actually run your business. If 
you make and sell widgets, you’ll s�ll make and sell widgets.

Here is a brief list of reasons why you might want to incorporate your business – either at the start, or later. 
Again, not comprehensive:

Customers or market requires it

In a few cases, government businesses (including u�li�es etc.) are limited to dealing with corpora�ons. So, if 
you’re an IT consultant working for Union Gas, you have to set up a company.

In other cases, you just sound more credible if you’re incorporated. Would you rather buy your new residence 
from Hawkins Homebuilding Corpora�on, or me personally, trading as “Jules’ Happy Homes”?

Risk profile and tolerance

This depends on how risky your business is, what personal assets you have at stake, and how you feel about 
that.

Some businesses – eg. consul�ng – are not par�cularly risky, and so there’s never really any risk to your 
personal assets. Others are inherently more risky. For this reason, I normally encourage restauranteurs and 
truck drivers to consider incorpora�ng. If they screw up badly enough, they could kill somebody.

This may also evolve. You start out fresh out of school with a small business and few assets. A�er 20 years, it’s 
much bigger – so the numbers are larger – and you’ve got some personal wealth you’d like to protect. Time to 
incorporate.

You want to bring others in, or sell out.

It’s a lot easier to change ownership in a corpora�on than in a proprietorship. Including par�al 
changes.
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Tax reasons

This gets technical. Call if it excites you. But…. in summary, a corpora�on can bring flexibility in the �ming of 
when you pay taxes, and in principal give you the opportunity to save taxes in absolute terms.

The federal government made some significant changes to tax law in 2018, which reduce the poten�al tax 
savings, thereby removing an “ar�ficial” incen�ve to incorporate.  BUT there are s�ll circumstances when it’s 
definitely worth considering, for tax reasons. Again, techie stuff, but for example:

Ÿ The business will be taking on debt, which you will repay out of cash generated by the business.
Ÿ You expect to sell all or part of the business soon, at a significant gain.

Reasons not to?

Well, there’s always good “Too busy making money”, “Other stuff to do”, or “Can’t be bothered”. All valid 
reasons, in their �me and place.

You should also be aware of the following:

Ÿ  If you expect losses in the first years of your business, you 
can offset those against income from (for example) a 
different job, and get a tax refund. You can only do this if 
you’re opera�ng as a proprietorship. You can’t if you 
incorporate your business from day 1.

Ÿ Extra complexity. Basically, if you’ve incorporated, you’re 
now thinking about two legal en��es (you and your 
corpora�on) and how they interact. I have some clients 
who will not incorporate – they just can’t get their arms 
around the details of how it would work. They need to.

Ÿ Extra cost. There’s cost involved in se�ng up the 
corpora�on (par�cularly if you’re transferring over an 
exis�ng business), and then extra ongoing cost. These will 
depend on what you do, but don’t be surprised if it’s $3-
4k to set up, and then $2-3k a year therea�er. Tax savings 
may jus�fy that, but not guaranteed. So it’s a valid 
financial decision as to whether it’s worth it.

Enjoy! And call if you have ques�ons.
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So… here are a couple of things I’ve overheard on buses, trains and planes recently:

 “He tells me it’s a great investment – you get a complete tax write-off for it.”

 “My brother started this business last year and he’s paying no taxes at all. He says he gets to write
 off everything.”

Let’s deal with the first one: Never make an investment decision based purely on the tax angle. If you make a 
bad investment and lose money, claiming it as a tax loss will NOT get you your money back. It will reduce your 
tax bill (possibly genera�ng a refund) as if your income had been reduced by that amount – which is 
SIGNIFICANTLY LESS than 100c on the dollar. And…. there’s a risk you may not be able to claim it at all, unless 
you’ve sold some more successful investments and can set it against that.

So…. Is the brother right? Or storing up trouble? There’s a lot of confusion out there…

CRA has a very good guide on all this – – but here’s a condensed version. This is CLICK HERE TO VISIT CRA 
wri�en for proprietors and partners but also applies to corpora�ons with a few extra wrinkles. 

Minding your own business

To keep it simple: If you start a business of any size, Revenue Canada wants you to pay taxes on the profits. 
Since profits are the difference between revenue and expense, you have to declare the revenue – but can 
deduct the expenses.

No business, no deduc�on

Might sound obvious, but not necessarily. For example, I know somebody who jumps out of airplanes as a 
hobby. It’s quite an expensive hobby. He also bought a GoPro – and then a few people asked if they could pay 
him to film them as they jumped too.

You know where this is going: “Hey, I’m earning money. Now I can deduct all the costs of parachu�ng”. Sadly, 
no. CRA defines a business as having “a reasonable expecta�on of profit”. The amounts he got paid are 
nowhere close to what he spends on his hobby. So… no business, no deduc�on.

Big excep�on: Most people who work as employees can’t deduct expenses. However, in some cases, an 
employer requires staff – mainly salespeople – to pay for their own travel, supplies, cellphones, home office, 
etc. If this is you, then you can deduct these costs to the extent they’re not reimbursed. But you MUST get 
your employer to fill out and sign a specific form each year (Form T2200) or it’s no go.

No business purpose, no deduc�on?

In a nutshell, you can deduct costs you incurred to earn income. In most cases it’s as simple as 
that.
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Some costs are very easy. Rental, staff wages, training, adver�sing – all of these should be deduc�ble as you 
spend them, as you clearly spent the money to earn business income that year.

Beware that some�mes you can’t deduct the cost immediately. This is known as the “accruals” or “matching” 
principle. For example, if you’re a retailer who buys goods in December and sells them in February, you 
deduct them in February – because you match the deduc�on to the related income. Same thing with 
equipment that has a life longer than one year – if you will use it to earn income over a few years, you have to 
deduct the cost over a few years. (This is known as “Capital Cost Allowance” – how much you can deduct each 
year depends on what it is, not you want to claim.) Good news, though – you claim 
the HST back when you get the invoice from the supplier.

Meals and entertainment: well, you have to eat anyway. But the cost of ea�ng out 
with a client is more than brown-bagging it. So you get to deduct 50% of what you 
spend (within reason). 

Can’t be that simple, can it?

Let’s take the most common quirks: using part of your home for your business*, and 
using your own car. It’s not too complex:

Ÿ Work out the total costs of running your home: u�li�es, rent, mortgage interest 
(but not principal), property tax, maintenance. Work out how much of your house 
is taken up by the business, typically percentage of floor space. You can deduct 
the propor�onate amount of the running costs.

Ÿ Same applies for a car. Total running costs, prorated by percentage of business 
mileage out of total.

A couple of misconcep�ons that apply to proprietors and partners:

Ÿ A proprietor or partner CAN’T deduct his or her own wage. You are paid by the 
surplus le� over once you’ve paid everyone else – in other words, your profit.

Ÿ “Pu�ng the car in the business” doesn’t make any difference to a proprietorship, 
but will do if you are incorporated – and can make it much more complex. Separate topic, call to discuss. 

So, should I worry?

Follow two basic rules and you should be OK: Be able to prove it. And don’t get cute.

Being able to prove the deduc�on is really just a case of being a li�le disciplined with your record-keeping. 
Some of my clients “phone in” their deduc�ons at tax �me: “I spent three hundred on this, two thousand on 
that.” A round number can be a red flag, as it suggests you’re making up numbers rather than having the 
paperwork. If this is you, you will receive an email from us advising of the risk you’re taking by 
choosing not to keep records: if CRA asks and you can’t support it, you’ll lose it – and be on 
their “naughty list” for a while. For mileage, it doesn’t have to be perfect, but CRA does have 
limits on how they let you come up with the number.
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This is par�cularly important if you’re claiming what seems an unusual amount. If you’re claiming that 80% of 
your home is used for the business, I suggest you go around and take pictures to prove it.

And “ge�ng cute” is really a ques�on of being honest with yourself and everyone else. In grey areas, I o�en 
ask what your grandmother would think.

*Legal disclaimer: This is from 30,000 feet. There are lots of details I haven’t gone into here. Call for more 
detailed advice on specific topics.

. D  D
One of the things I find most irrita�ng is dealing with cars and businesses. It’s detailed, not par�cularly 
obvious, and keeping track of it is onerous. And clients ask me about it ALL THE TIME.

So… a perfect topic for a blog post… it lets me rant, and in future, I can just point to this post!

The basic issue

Everybody in business wants to write off their car expenses. Fair enough. Within reason.

The basic principle is simple: if you incur expenses in earning income, then the expenses can be deducted 
from that income when working out your taxes. This applies to the cost of driving around for business. And 
also for an employee who is responsible for his/her own travel costs.

Here are the things that make it more complicated:
Ÿ People drive their cars in their personal lives as well as for work. (Per CRA, your daily commute is personal.)
Ÿ The business you’re driving for (which may be a corpora�on) isn’t necessarily who pays for the car.
Ÿ If the business pays for the car, then somebody who gets to drive it “off duty” is enjoying use of a corporate 

asset.
Ÿ Some�mes people like to drive a car that’s nicer than what is jus�fied purely by business needs. (CRA 

defines this as a car cos�ng more than $30k. They haven’t changed this in years. Luxury ain’t what it used 
to be.)

And the rules differ if you operate your business in a proprietorship, or via a corpora�on.

Keeping it simple…

You may remember that when you run your business in a proprietorship, you own all the assets used in the 
business. And you get to deduct all the expenses you incur in running your business.

So…. basically, add up the total costs of running your car (including capital cost allowance, a 
proxy for wear-and-tear). Work out how many of the miles you drove in the year were for 
business vs personal, and you can deduct that percentage of the costs. Should be simple. Same 
applies for a partnership.
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It’s also the same if you’re an employee who has to cover your 
own travel costs. Except that – to claim the deduc�on – you 
must have a signed T2200 form from your employer sta�ng 
that fact.
The only complexity is that the wear-and-tear deduc�on is 
restricted if your car cost more than $30k. Don’t worry, our 
so�ware will do that for you….

Ge�ng more complicated…

If you run your business in a corpora�on, there are two ways in 
which you get to deduct the car business costs. The following 
applies to both the business owner (who works in the 
business) and non-owner employees.

What we recommend: Drive your own car. Keep track of the miles you drive for business. The company can 
reimburse you at a rate of $0.55/km (HST included; the rate drops a�er 5,000km). You don’t pay tax on the 
reimbursement, as CRA’s worked out this rate to compensate you for the fully-loaded per-km cost of driving 
your car – so you’re just being made whole. However, the company’s paying this cost in order to run the 
business, so can deduct it.

More complex: the company owns or leases the car, and pay for everything. But then…. the driver is enjoying 
personal use of a company asset. So this counts as a taxable benefit (unless you have to leave it at work at all 
�mes a�er hours, or if it’s the type of vehicle you can’t really drive in your personal life). Without boring you 
with details – because they’re boring – there’s a 2-part calcula�on of how much tax you’ll pay, which mainly 
depends on the cost of the car and how much of your mileage is personal.

This number gets put on your T4 slip, and you pay tax on it. Example: If the company gives you a $30k car, and 
you drive about 20,000km a year of which 11,000 are personal, you’re paying as much tax as if the company 
had given you an extra $10k bonus.

There are also hybrid situa�ons where the company pays the driver a flat rate allowance and the driver covers 
the expenses. Basically, the allowance gets taxed but the expenses can be deducted.

Sounds like a make-work project.

Well, yes. If you want to deduct actual costs, you have to keep receipts etc. At the very least you are in for 
recording your mileage under any scenario. And – if CRA audit you – then you need to be able to demonstrate 
that you have maintained a detailed log. They’re not very accommoda�ng on this. See here for info from the 
CRA to get the point…

Wow.

Quite. Here’s where we stand on this stuff. We’re trying to make life easier.
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Ÿ Find an app you like that will help you track your mileage. Our current favourite: MileIQ (Click here for 
details). Un�l we found this, I had to reconstruct mileage from the appointments in my calendar every 
quarter. The app is way easier and should keep CRA happy.

Ÿ If you have to track costs, keep a dedicated envelope in your glovebox. Put all gas, etc. receipts in it, before 
you leave the gas sta�on.

Ÿ We’re not a fan of company cars. Many people like the pres�ge of saying they have one. But – once that 
$10k taxable benefit’s been taken into account – your taxes and take-home will end up being remarkably 
close to what they would have been if you the company paid you $10k more, you paid for your own car, 
and the company reimbursed you per km. Which is much MUCH MUCH simpler!

Ÿ Try to use the method that’s described for your situa�on. CRA frown on proprietors simply trying to deduct 
$0.55 per km. Even if the number would be much the same under the same method…. it’s a nuisance to 
have to try to defend it.

Ÿ Keep it simple. Some of our clients (you know who you are!) like to buy a car in the company then sell it to 
themselves a�er a couple of years, on the basis that the company’s paid for the years when the value 
drops most. Again, the tax savings end up being minimal – and you may also pay significant re-registra�on 
fees, sales taxes, accountant fees…

Finally, I’m o�en asked: “Should I buy or lease my car?” The answer is: “Yes.” Do what’s best based on your 
situa�on, and the taxes will sort themselves out much the same.

Thank you. I feel be�er for that.

6. HST 101
Sorry, not the most exci�ng topic. But I get asked about HST – at a fairly basic level – at least twice a week. So 
please view this as a public service blog….

As consumers, we all know what HST is: it’s that annoying tax (normally 13% in Ontario) that we have to pay 
on top of nearly everything.

For businesses, it’s totally different: Normally HST costs you nothing. In fact, it can help your cashflow. But…. 
it’s a constant source of worry to many business owners. And I’ve seen it kill businesses, when done wrong.

How it works…

HST is a tax that falls squarely on the end consumer. Most businesses have to add it to what they charge their 
customers, and send that to the government. On the other hand, businesses get to reclaim the HST they paid 
on their inputs (known as “input tax credits”). So, the tax “flows” up through the value chain:

Ÿ The wood mill charges $13 HST on the $100 bill for finished lumber sold to the carpenter, and sends $13 to 
the government;

Ÿ The carpenter pays $113 but then reclaims that $13 HST; and charges $26 HST on the $200 
bill to the retailer. So s/he sends net $13 ($26 less $13) to the government.

Ÿ The retailer pays $226 but reclaims $26 HST; and charges $39 HST on the final sale price of 
$300. So s/he sends net $13 ($39 less $26) to the government.
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So… not too complex. The end consumer is the only one who actually suffers cost, because in all other cases 
the business is only paying over what’s been collected from the next person in the chain.

So why does this cause so much grief?

Think of yourself as an unpaid tax collector for the 
government.

This is the easiest way for a business person to understand 
it. Essen�ally, Revenue Canada has outsourced the 
collec�on of this tax to you.

You have some fairly basic obliga�ons: in almost all cases, 
you have to register for HST; you have to provide a receipt 
or invoice that shows your HST number; and you have to 
pay over the right amount.

Be under no illusion: Revenue Canada takes this VERY 
seriously. If you should have collected HST from your 
customers, but failed to do so, too bad – Revenue Canada 
will pretend you did, and send you a bill for 13% of all your 
cash collec�ons. This can kill a business. To make things 
worse, HST is what’s known as a “trust account” (you’re 
holding it on trust for others). Meaning, that even if you have incorporated your business, you (as a director of 
the company) are s�ll on the hook for it personally.

Don’t panic. So long as you are disciplined about it – and keep your books in order – there should be nothing 
to worry about. In fact, you can even use this to your advantage.

How do I do that?

Hopefully, you are collec�ng more HST from your customers than you are paying to your suppliers. Yes, 
eventually you will have to pay it over to the government. But, in the mean�me, it’s an interest-free loan from 
Revenue Canada. Just don’t forget you will have to pay it.

We’re all different, so this is easier for some than others. If you are a smaller business, Revenue Canada may 
let you file and pay HST once a year. If so – and you can be disciplined about it – then you can hold a 
significant amount of cash for up to 12 months a�er collec�ng it. If you don’t feel you can be disciplined – or 
just don’t like the idea of owing that much money – ask to file or pay instalments quarterly. That’s a good 
compromise between keeping on top of it, and the nuisance of monthly filing.

So…. can I avoid this?

Well…. Some businesses (mainly in the financial / health / educa�on fields) are what’s called 
“exempt”. This means that HST doesn’t apply to them. They don’t have to charge it to their 
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customers. But they can’t reclaim the HST they’ve paid to suppliers.

This may be simpler, but… if your business is classified “exempt supplies”, then bad luck: many of your costs 
have just gone up by 13%.

It’s more complex if you are “par�ally exempt” – you have to charge HST on some of what you do, but not all 
of it. You s�ll have the record-keeping headaches, and to pay over what you collect. But you only get to 
reclaim a part of what you paid your suppliers.

I’m just star�ng out. Can I ignore this?

Well… yes and no. Revenue Canada tries not to sweat the small stuff. So, you don’t have to register un�l you 
hit $30,000 in HST-able sales. Below that, they’ll ignore you.

If you’re not going to hit that magic number soon, or never plan to, you could choose not to register. 
[Warning: The people who read your tax return talk to the HST people. They’ll know if you do hit it.]

But it might be worth your while to register, and do so early. Un�l you do so, you are paying 13% more than 
you need to. If you are buying $20,000 of equipment, that’s $2,600 you’ve kissed goodbye if you haven’t 
signed up yet*.

Ignoring paperwork, the only downside of registering is that you have to charge your customers 13% more 
than you would otherwise. Many new business owners worry about this. I say not to. As Canadians, we are 
used to paying tax on most things. And… do you really want to build your business on customers who don’t 
want to pay the same tax that the rest of us do?

Obviously this is grossly simplified, and there’s much more to it than that. But, for most businesses, keep the 
HST paperwork under control, and it’s no problem.  for a cool idea on Read Allison’s blog on “Receipt Bank”
how you could do this.

Really. Nothing to worry about.

*Footnote: If you’re buying a $20,000 piece of equipment, that’s what your bank will lend you: $20,000. Not 
$22,600. Be aware of this when planning cash flows.
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. D - F  F
 “Income, $20.00 a year, expenditure $19.95 a year – result, happiness. Income, $20.00 a year,
 expenditure $20.05 a year – result, misery.” [With apologies to Charles Dickens]

 “Call now, and get the credit you deserve!” [Numerous radio ads in the Detroit area.]

Debt is a tricky one. I know very few people in this modern age who are 
completely free of debt. We hear all the �me about how Canadians are carrying 
more debt than ever before. We also hear the terms “good” and “bad” debt, as if 
one wore a halo and the other lurked in the shadow.

There’s lots to debate on this subject. But let’s be perfectly clear on this: Debt has 
no moral aspect to it (*). That’s why those radio adver�sements annoy me so 
much. How did the ability to borrow money become a judgment on what you 
should or shouldn’t get in life? Or something you’re en�tled to?

If you listened to her, my grandmother sided with Mr. Macawber, Dickens’ 
character. Part of this was her genera�on and her personal values. But even she wasn’t totally averse to debt: 
she had a mortgage at some stage in her life. I’ll come back to Grandma later.

As with many things, I had a lightbulb moment about debt, when I started working with owner-managed 
businesses. Here it is:

Debt is a �me machine.

That’s it. Pure and simple. Debt is the ability to convert future wealth into cash today. Interest (and other 
charges) are the fees you pay for access to this �me machine. Like all machines, it is neither moral or immoral.

When you look at it this way – and replace “good / bad” debt with “sensible / foolish” debt – it becomes much 
clearer. The ques�on then boils down to this:

Do the benefits of having cash today offset the cost to you of using this �me machine?

Examples: Normally, borrowing to finance educa�on increases your life�me wealth because it unlocks a 
higher salary that’s higher than the tui�on and interest costs. So, sensible debt. On the other hand, maxing 
out your credit cards to take a great vaca�on does not increase your future wealth and – if you have to pay 
those interest rates – will significantly reduce it. So, foolish debt.

That’s a bit harsh. We all do things that have long-term costs for short-term pleasure, and that’s fine so long as 
it’s a deliberate decision and kept under control. People and values haven’t changed that much, and I bet 
much of the increase in debt is because it’s much more readily available today. Even my 
grandmother might have financed a new couch a�er the springs went in the old one, if that 
had been an op�on back then. More comfortable than si�ng on the floor while you saved up 
the full price.
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So, those radio commercials…. If you feel you do deserve credit (and a new bathroom) today… then perhaps 
that means you also deserve poverty in the future….

Yes, yes, yes. What about my business?

We’ll divide the discussion into two: long-term and short-term 
debt.

Long-term debt is typically “sensible” debt – if only, because a 
lender won’t give you the money without a good use for it. In 
most cases, you are borrowing money to buy something (eg. 
equipment) that will add to your business’ profit (eg. by 
producing goods for sale). So long as the profit from the resul�ng 
sales are more than the loan repayments, it’s a good idea. And – 
if you look at it that way – you should try to fully repay (or 
amor�ze) the loan on about the same �meline as the underlying 
equipment.

Short-term debt o�en comes in the form of a line of credit, 
which is unstructured and can fluctuate. This is more complex:
Ÿ  If you’re ramping up a business line because you’re losing 

money – or taking out more than the business can sustain – 
then Mr. Macawber wants to talk to you. Excep�on: ini�al period of start-up losses in a new business, 
because you expect this to be a temporary situa�on.

Ÿ But what if you make and sell scarves and mi�ens, and don’t have the cash on hand to buy all the wool you 
need in September? In this case, you might take out a line of credit so you can buy the materials, and repay 
it with some of your takings in January. In other words, sensible debt to help you out of a temporary cash-
flow shortage. But you can see when the cash will come in.

A business’ cash flows depend on their business model, and who pays whom first. Here are two contras�ng 
examples:
Ÿ You place an order on Amazon. Amazon gets your money from the credit card company the day a�er you 

complete your order. They hold minimal inventory, so haven’t had to pay for that. And they likely will pay 
their suppliers 30+ days a�er shipment. So, even if they are only trading at break-even, their trading 
pa�ern puts money in their bank at all �mes.

Ÿ You bring us your company’s year-end today. The team start work on it tomorrow, and we issue and bill it in 
two weeks’ �me. You pay our bill a�er two weeks. But the team have been paid when they do the work, 
and the rent went out on the first of the month. So, my money goes out before it comes in.

From my perspec�ve, I have two choices. I either inject the money personally, so the business can pay the 
team and the rent before customers pay me. Or, I can borrow short-term to finance opera�ng costs, knowing 
that the unbilled �me and unpaid receivables (which will turn into cash) are enough to cover 
it.

Many high-quality businesses o�en run on a line of credit, which is secured and covered by 
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their unbilled �me (inventory) and unpaid receivables. It constantly turns over as customers pay you and you 
pay your staff. But, as a rough rule, if your inventory and receivables can cover your payables and your credit 
line, you’re in OK shape. This concept is known as “working capital”.

So, perhaps that is “neutral” debt. It’s just paying a cost, to get quicker access to your already-earned cash. 
Think of it as offering customers a small discount, in order for them to pay you faster.

As always, there are some wrinkles to beware of – more on this topic next �me.

. D -  
OK, so last �me we covered why businesses may use debt – and for what purpose. So far, so good. But we 
didn’t talk about anything prac�cal. Let’s deal with that. Star�ng with:

Where do I get the money from?

Well, that will depend on your circumstances. If you’re star�ng out, you really have two op�ons:

Ÿ Commercial lenders – typically banks and credit unions.
Ÿ So-called “love money” – otherwise known as friends and family.

There are a few other op�ons. Credit cards are always an op�on, but definitely not your first one, as they are 
a very expensive way of ge�ng your hands on money.

I’m wary of so-called “angel investors”. The name is misleading…. in most cases, the people who have money 
earned it by hard commercial sense – which includes how they nego�ate deals. As angel investors are taking a 
significant risk, they’ll likely also want a piece of your business up front – or the op�on to buy it at a low price, 
if it takes off. Nothing angelic about them, believe me! On the other hand…. if you can accept their price, and 
the rela�onship starts and remains good, their input and experience can be very useful. If you want a mentor, 
of course.

Finally, there are also specialist lenders: leasing companies (who will help you acquire equipment) and 
factoring companies (who will advance you cash against the security of your trade receivables). Each has their 
place. If you’re a young entrepreneur, there are special funds out there for you too.

A shout-out to BDC, as well – they’re a Crown Corp, whose mandate is to support entrepreneurs. Good for 
equipment and property. I won’t say they’re less commercial than the high-street banks, but they can 
some�mes open more doors.

On the high street

We all know how banks work. They take in money from savers, and lend it out to borrowers. 
They make their money by charging more in interest (and fees) than they pay out. They lose 
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money if they lend money and can’t get it back. At its simplest, that’s all you need to know. Although my 
banking friends will go to great lengths to explain how they differ from each other… we’re just �nkering 
around the edge.

My top 10 �ps:

1) A new business is a risky start-up. Unless the business has significant assets it can pledge as security –
 or you are able to guarantee it – the business won’t be able to borrow “real” money un�l it has a
 couple of years behind it.
2) You will need a plausible business plan, with assump�ons that are as detailed and supported as
 possible. (Actually, this is a good idea anyway.) Be sensible in these assump�ons. Any business plan
 I’ve ever read has conserva�ve assump�ons, according to their authors.
3) Arranging a loan takes longer than you think. Always. Period. Plus, the experience can be very
 frustra�ng…if your loan has to go up the food chain for approval, you can expect requests for new
 informa�on at each stage.
4) The main banks are comparable. But, as in any business, the individuals vary. A good banker will make
 the applica�on process as painless as possible and look a�er you throughout.
5) Read the whole agreement. Yes, really. It will have things that surprise you. In par�cular, there may be
 covenants – which are essen�ally where you promise not to do certain things (eg. spend money, take
 money out, visit the washroom) without permission.
6) If you’re buying equipment, you will have to pay the HST on it and claim it back later (see earlier post
 “HST101”) – which affects your cashflow. The loan will NOT cover the HST. You’ll have to fund that
 yourself.
7) Budget for fees as well as interest. And you may have to factor in the cost of a more expensive year
 end process. O�en, a bank will ask you to upgrade your year-end financials to a “review” engagement.
 This means that your accountant has to spend more �me on the year-end, giving the bank a signoff
 saying the numbers are plausible. It’s more invasive than financials prepared just for taxes. It adds no
 value to your business other than helping you keep the loan.
8) Nego�a�ng a loan is like any other nego�a�on. The more leverage you have, the more you can refine
 the terms. But lenders have some lines they can’t cross (some of which are regulated). It helps to
 understand what those are.
9) Don’t despair if you fail to meet the requirements once or twice. Clearly, it’s best to honour your
 commitments, and increases the odds of being able to borrow again later. But… bankers don’t like to
 call in their loans. It’s an admission of a bad lending decision – and normally the last resort, as it
 reduces the risk the bank gets anything back.
10) Bank managers are nice people. Remember their birthdays. Take them Timmies when you visit. And
 never give them nasty surprises.

Keeping it at home

Having read of all the above, you might decide – or realize you have no choice – to call on your family and 
friends for funding, rather than go to a commercial lender. A�er all, who has a more vested interest in your 
success than your loved ones?

This is an en�rely legi�mate source of funds, although probably be�er suited to a fixed loan 
than a more flexible overdra�. However, my advice here (to both sides of the transac�on) is 
simple:
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 Behave exactly as if you were borrowing from a bank.

Why would you do this? Well, people may do things for their family without 
necessarily thinking it through. So, if Mom guarantees a $100,000 loan for your new 
business, there is a risk that she may be called on to honour it. (That’s why the bank 
asked). So, pay her a guarantee fee. It’s a nice way to acknowledge what she has 
done for you – and the act of paying it will hopefully clarify to all that she is taking on 
some risk for that fee. *

Also, please put any such agreements in wri�ng. You don’t always need to lawyer it 
up, but at least make sure you have covered the amount, what interest (if any), what 
security you’ve offered (if any) – and a repayment schedule. Do your utmost to keep 
to that schedule. It’s the right thing to do, and will minimize conflict.

Do you really need to do this? Well, yes. I’ve seen what happens if you don’t. There 
are always pressing needs on your business cash, and if making that payment to 
Uncle Bill is not something you have scheduled in, somehow it just never happens. 
Then…. Every �me you see each other, he will drop hints that he’d appreciate a 
repayment. Then… if you haven’t repaid him, clearly you’re not running your business 
well – so he may start to offer unsolicited advice. Let’s just say that can add an 
interes�ng wrinkle to family reunions. Par�cularly if his spouse or kids get involved.

Keep it clean and simple, and all will be well. I promise.

. W    
We get them all the �me, they end up in our car, our purse, our pocket, crumpled in a ball with coffee spilled 
on them, piled in a tray on your desk and used as scrap paper. It’s not un�l you get an audit from CRA that you 
really take no�ce of what is on your bills and receipts. The devil is in the detail on this one. What looks like a 
legi�mate bill or receipt could be far from acceptable when it comes under scru�ny in an audit.

Your bill or receipt should include the following informa�on for it to be acceptable for audit purposes:

Ÿ The date of the purchase
Ÿ The name and address of the seller or supplier
Ÿ The name and address of the buyer (if it’s a bill)
Ÿ A full descrip�on of the goods or services
Ÿ The vendor’s business number if they are a GST/HST registrant.

When you start paying a�en�on to your bills and receipts from vendors you will be shocked at 
home many businesses forget to include their GST/HST registra�on number. If you want to be 
able to claim the HST shown on the receipt it MUST have a GST/HST registra�on number or the 
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HST will be denied if it’s selected in an audit.

It’s very common for CRA to do an HST review and find receipts that do not have all of the required 
informa�on. They will then disallow the HST shown the incomplete receipts. If they see many receipts that 
don’t comply with the list above, instead of reviewing every single receipt in the period they are reviewing 
they will disallow all of the HST you paid for all purchases in the period. The responsibility is then on you to go 
and get receipts from the vendors that meet the criteria above and resubmit them to CRA within the allowed 
period. For example if you have the HST return you are filing and it’s go $10,000 in HST on sales and $5000 in 
Input Tax credits (ITC’s) for HST you’ve paid on purchases CRA could disallow the en�re $5000 changing your 
HST owing from $5000 ($10,000-$5000) to $10,000. Not a nice le�er to receive.

For the odd occasion when you pay for something but don’t get a receipt add it to your accoun�ng records 
including as much detail as possible. Do not claim the HST.

We are o�en asked how long you should keep records for. Generally speaking you should keep your business 
paperwork for six years a�er the end of the tax 
year that they relate to. It’s much easier to 
remember 7 years. This assumes you have filed 
your business taxes on �me. If you have not 
filed your business taxes file them and keep the 
paperwork for 3 years a�er the date of the 
No�ce of Assessment you receive.

You can keep your records electronically 
including images of receipts. Make sure they 
are readable when you take the photo or scan 
the receipt and that they are easily accessible in 
a format CRA could access like .PDF. Backup 
your records and don’t overwrite old backups with new ones just in case one is corrupt. If something goes 
wrong you will have mul�ple backups available.

If you are interested in having a fully searchable archive of your expenses in the cloud so you can get rid of 
some paper check out Receipt Bank and Hubdoc or give us a call – we use both extensively ourselves and with 
clients.
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